
Extensive 
connectivity to adapt 
to your needs

More connections  
for better care 

*iPhone® 11 and newer. 

Designed for ultimate comfort, 
discretion and performance 
 

INDUSTRY-LEADING RECHARGEABILITY
ReSound ONE offers the best rechargeable battery life 
in the industry for well over a day of worry-free use. 

For added flexibility, two different charger options 
serve as stylish, portable and protective cases, ideal for 
traveling and storage. Choose the Premium Charger 
with an onboard battery for up to three days of quick 
charging on the go, without the need for a power outlet, 
or the smaller Standard Charger that gives you all the 
power you need in a small elegant design.  

 

Mini  
Receiver-in-Ear

Sparkling 
Silver 

Champagne Gold Bronze Warm 
Grey 

Graphite Espresso Deep 
Black

Mini Receiver-in-Ear
Rechargeable solution

Standard  
Receiver-in-Ear

RIE STYLES RIE COLORS

ReSound ONE comes in a variety of colours to blend 
with hair and skin tones, so you can wear it with 
confidence. 

Built for ultimate comfort and adaptability, 
the modern styling of ReSound ONE has just 
one touchpoint on the back of the ear and sits 
lower for greater discretion. It’s available in 
three models.

ReSound ONE adapts to your lifestyle 
connecting you to the world around you 
with direct audio streaming from iPhone or 
AndroidTM smartphones. 

One-tap sound adjustments on your ReSound 
Smart 3D™ app and a versatile range of 
wireless accessories give you even more 
options to connect to the sounds you enjoy 
every day, like your favourite TV program. 

ReSound ONE includes access to ReSound Assist services 
so you can receive hearing care in a safe and convenient 
way. 

FACE-TO-FACE ONLINE HEARING CARE
ReSound Assist Live makes it possible to have face-to-
face fitting sessions from the comfort of your home. 
Simply answer the incoming call from your hearing care 
professional on your iPhone or AndroidTM smartphone 
and get fine-tuning adjustments made live during your 
appointment.

REMOTE FINE-TUNING ANYTIME
ReSound assist remote Fine-tuning also allows you 
to send requests for additional adjustments anytime 
through the ReSound Smart 3D app. Updates will be sent 
for you to download at your convenience  - without the 
need for an office visit.
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At ReSound we believe life is best when it’s a natural, 
effortless flow, so we take to heart anything that holds 
you back. This is why we have devoted the past 150 
years to making life sound better, connecting you to a 
life without limitations. Our breakthrough innovations, 
inspired by our Organic Hearing philosophy, all have one 
core ingredient – you, because hearing and hearing care 
should be as individual as a fingerprint.

Worldwide Headquarters

GN ReSound A/S
Lautrupbjerg 7
DK-2750 Ballerup
Denmark
Tel.: +45 4575 1111
resound.com

CVR no. 55082715

ReSound ONE

Hear like 
no other
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ReSound ONE provides you with a more complete and 
individualised sound experience with: 

A MORE NATURAL SOUND AND IMPROVED  
SENSE OF SPACE 
ReSound ONE with groundbreaking M&RIE* is 
the first hearing aid with three microphones, 
including one in the ear, to use your ear’s 
natural ability to collect the information your 
brain needs to make sense of sound.

EASIER-TO-FOLLOW CONVERSATIONS IN 
DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS
All Access Directionality gives you access 
to all the sounds around you, putting you in 
charge of which sounds you want to focus 
on - not your hearing aids.

GREAT 1:1 SPEECH UNDERSTANDING 
Like an invisible beam of sound detection, 
Ultra Focus lets you decide when to 
concentrate on the speech in front of you 
while minimising background noise - even in 
the toughest environments.

Introducing 
ReSound ONE
Just like a fingerprint, each person’s hearing is one of  
a kind. This is because nature has designed the shape of 
your ear to perfectly capture the sounds around you. 

ReSound ONETM with M&RIE (Microphone and  
Receiver-In-Ear) delivers a new class of hearing aid*  
with a third microphone inside your ear, so you can 
collect the whole sound, just as nature intended.

Add direct audio streaming and industry-leading 
rechargeable battery life, and ReSound ONE truly keeps 
you connected to people and technology to become one 
with your world.
 

*Microphone in ear and two standard directional microphones, 
directionality features, wireless audio streaming


